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Abstract
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the commonest variety of sleep apnea syndromes having a
significant prevalence amongst the Indian population. But despite being a common disease,
a large number of cases remain undiagnosed due to lack of diagnostic facilities. Though full
polysomnography (PSG) is considered as the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of OSA, it is
expensive, labour-intensive and has limited availability. Hence, the need for a strategy like
Home sleep testing (HST), which is substantially less expensive and more readily available,
thereby helping the physician in achieving a higher rate of diagnosis and treatment of OSA.
HST may be used for diagnosis of OSA in patients with a high pretest probability of moderate
to severe OSA, when PSG is not possible by virtue of immobility, safety or critical illness and
for monitoring of non-continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) based therapy. Various
studies have shown that HST have a high degree of accuracy and is comparable to inlaboratory PSG with respect to improvement in sleep apnea-specific quality of life (SAQLI)
and compliance to CPAP therapy. Though HST may not be as accurate as PSG, the modest
reduction in its accuracy is counterbalanced by its timeliness, the greater patient access
afforded and the substantially lower cost.
Keywords: Home sleep testing (HST), Polysomnography (PSG), Unattended limited channel
testing (ULCT), Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome (OSAS)

Introduction

S

leep apnea syndromes (SAS) represent a group of
conditions that are characterized by an abnormal
respiration during sleep. There are three distinct
forms of sleep apnea: central(CSA), obstructive(OSA),
and complex(CompSAS). OSA, CompSAS and CSA
constitute 84%, 15% and 0.4% of cases respectively,1
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making OSA the commonest variety of SAS. Nasal
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the most
effective treatment for patients with moderate to severe
OSA.2 The estimated prevalence of obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome-OSAS (objective sleeping respiratory
disturbance associated with daytime sleepiness) in the
United States is 2% in women and 4% in men. 3
Epidemiological study from other countries also show
that 1-5% of adult men suffer from OSAS. 4 The
prevalence of OSAS in adult Indian population is
approximately 3.5%.5,6,7 This suggests that in India, up
to about 34 million people may be suffering from OSAS.
Despite being a common disease, a large number of
OSAS cases, an estimated 82%, are not diagnosed due
to lack of diagnostic facilities.8 Hence the need for a
strategy like home sleep testing (HST) which will help
the physician to diagnose and treat patients with sleep
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Representative Case
A 48-year-old man with a BMI of 28 kg/m 2 with
systemic hypertension came with complaints of loud
snoring and excessive daytime sleepiness. His
laboratory investigations were normal. He was found
to have a high pre-test probability for OSAS. HST was
done using Apnoea Link TM (pulse oximetry, airflow
and snoring sensor) as shown in figure 1. He was
diagnosed to have severe OSAS and initiated on CPAP
therapy of 8 cm of H2O calculated by the BMI based
formula. Subsequently an auto-PAP titration showed
the 95 th percentile pressure to be 9 cm of H 2O.
Reassessment after 3 months of CPAP therapy showed
improved sleep apnea-specific quality of life and
improvement in OSAS symptoms.
apnea syndrome at a rate higher than what is currently
prevalent.

Standard diagnosis and treatment for
Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome
Full polysomnography(PSG) is currently the “gold standard’’
for the diagnosis of OSAS and titration of effective
continuous positive airway pressure(CPAP).9,10,11,12,13 PSG
provides detailed information on sleep state and respiratory
and gas exchange abnormalities, in addition to a range of
other variables including body position, heart rate and
rhythm, and muscle tone and contraction.10 PSG is
performed on 2 nights for at least 6 hours in a sleep
laboratory; baseline and with CPAP titration. Manual PSG
scoring is done on both nights. Manual CPAP titration is
done on 2nd night. Split-night studies may also be
performed in which the initial part is devoted to diagnosis
and the latter part involves the initiation of CPAP therapy.
The following criteria are recommended for the diagnosis
of OSAS:10
A. Excessive daytime sleepiness that is not better
explained by other factors.
B. Two or more of the following that are not better
explained by other factors:
Choking or gasping during sleep, recurrent
awakenings from sleep, unrefreshing sleep,
daytime fatigue, impaired concentration.
C. Overnight monitoring demonstrates five or more
obstructed breathing events per hour during sleep.
These events may include any combination of
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obstructive apneas/hypopneas or respiratory effort–
related arousals (RERAs).
The patient suspected of OSAS must fulfill criterion
A or B, plus criterion C. Further, OSAS severity, based
on the frequency of abnormal respiratory events during
sleep, is graded as a) mild: 5–15 events/hour of sleep, b)
moderate: 15–30 events/hour of sleep and c) severe: more
than 30 events/hour of sleep. CPAP therapy is then
prescribed based on the results of the manual titration.

Home sleep testing (HST)
Polysomnography is performed using neuro
(electroencephalography–EEG, electromyography-EMG
and electro-oculography-EOG) and cardiorespiratory
(heart rate, pulse oximetry, snoring airflow, and
respiratory effort) channels. Some additional channels
like body positioning may also be added. The 1994 review
by American Sleep Disorders Association14 classified
PSG into 4 types/levels:
Type 1: > 7 channel devices using both neuro and
cardiorespiratory variables in a laboratory setting and
fully attended
Type 2: > 7 channel devices using both neuro and
cardiorespiratory variables and unattended
Type 3: limited channel devices, usually using 4–7
cardiorespiratory channels
Type 4: 1 or 2 channels usually using oximetry as 1 of
the parameters
Of these, level 3 and 4 can be performed in laboratory
or at home, attended or unattended. Home sleep testing
(HST) usually consists of unattended level 3 or 4 testing
using portable monitors (PM) hence it is sometimes also
called as unattended limited channel testing (ULCT).
In-laboratory PSG i.e. the level 1 PSG is labour intensive
and expensive with limited availability. On the other hand,
untreated OSAS has severe adverse health consequences.
This has resulted in an urgent need to use strategies that
do not unduly rely on laboratory–based PSG. 12
Diagnostic-therapeutic approach such as overnight HST
using level 3 or 4 PSG (cardiorespiratory variables only)
with PM in conjunction with CPAP prescription, based
on autotitration or using established formulae, are
alternatives at least in the classic or the “garden variety”
of OSAS.
Several PM have been proposed that range in
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Figure 1: Sleep study using limited variables- pulse oximetry and airflow and snoring sensors

complexity from full PSG to oximetry alone.15 Monitors
that record respiratory variables together with oximetry
but without electroencephalography (EEG) and
electromyography (EMG) are particularly attractive
because the same definition of OSAS, as in standard
PSG, can be employed.16

Use of HSTs: When and how
HST may be used for diagnosis of OSA in patients with
a high pretest probability of moderate to severe OSA,
when PSG is not possible by virtue of immobility, safety
or critical illness and for monitoring non-CPAP based
therapy. Airflow, effort, and oximetric biosensors
conventionally used for in-laboratory PSG should be used
in HST as these can be manually scored, if required,
using AASM guidelines.17 This is the reason why pulse
artery tonometry (PAT) and actigraphy based studies have
not been approved so far.

Interpretation of unattended limited
channel testing (ULCT) or portable
monitor (PM)
Machine auto-score is sufficient if the results match
clinical assessment. If any discrepancy exists, manual
scoring is recommended. AASM has developed scoring

criteria that they recommend for use with both PSG
and HST.17

Advantages of HSTs
Level 3 and 4 monitoring can be performed both attended
and unattended. Testing can be at the patient’s home
with simple monitors, providing a natural sleeping
environment. HSTs are substantially less expensive and
more widely available than in-laboratory PSGs18 They
can be used for the diagnosis as well as for titration of
CPAP. Sensitivities for the HSTs range from 86-100%
while specificities range from 64-100%. Most
importantly, patients have similar treatment outcomes
whether OSA is diagnosed by PSG or HST.16

Evidence to support Home sleep
testing (HST)
Overnight oximetry and portable sleep monitoring at
home can identify OSA with a high degree of
accuracy.19,20,21 In a study by Tonelli de Oliveira et al,22
after being validated at the laboratory against full PSG,
the diagnostic performance of a type 3 PM for detecting
OSAS at home was found to be within acceptable limits
for diagnostic tests. There is no difference between
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 6, No. 3, 2011
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laboratory-based testing versus HST with respect to
compliance or improvement in sleep apnea–specific
quality of life (SAQLI), one of the only verified outcomes
of sleep apnea therapy.16 Randomized, controlled, openlabel trials 23 have found that PSG confers no advantage
over HST in terms of diagnosis and CPAP titration in
the initial management of OSA.

Scale,27 Berlin Questionnaire which assesses snoring,
daytime sleepiness, history of hypertension, age and body
mass index (BMI),28 Mallampati scoring 29 and STOPBANG questionnaire.30

Approval for HST

It has traditionally been recommended that technicians
should titrate CPAP overnight in patients with OSA until
most of the apneas and arousals are abolished, as
monitored by PSG.13 The required pressure is then
delivered by a fixed CPAP machine. Autoadjusting CPAP
(auto-CPAP), on the other hand, adjusts pressure
according to inspiratory flow limitation, snoring and
apneas and may be used in overnight CPAP
titration.31,32,33 The 95th percentile overnight airway
pressure determines the effective level of CPAP required.
This pressure may be delivered using a fixed CPAP or
patients may use the auto-CPAP machines for long term.
The auto titration method can be used to initiate CPAP
treatment at home or in hospital.34,35,36 Home titration
can deliver the same benefits as in-laboratory titration
at about two thirds the cost.37 Another method is to
start CPAP by using various formulae38 instead of a formal
titration in a sleep laboratory. These formulae predict
the required CPAP based on neck circumference/ body
mass index and oxygen desaturation/ AHI.39,40,41 West et
al32 randomised prospectively patients diagnosed recently
with OSA to one of three different methods of CPAP
therapy i.e. (1) long term autotitration, (2) autotitration
for 1 week with long term fixed pressure thereafter and
(3) an algorithm method of pressure determination and
showed that the method of determining CPAP for
treatment of moderate to severe OSA makes no
significant difference to clinical outcome measures.This
study showed that although the formula based group
pressure (8 cmH 2O) was lower than the split-night
titration group pressure (9.5 cmH2O), the patients
improved equally with respect to sleepiness and adverse
effects in both groups. However, the formula is
complicated and difficult to use in practice. Another
simple method is to put patients on a CPAP based on
the body mass index (BMI). 42 The recommended
pressures are 8cm H2O for BMI<30/Kg/m2, 10cm H2O
for BMI between 30-35/Kg/m2 and 12 cm H2O for
BMI>35/Kg/m2. Both the algorithm based pressure or
arbitrary-pressure approach to determine CPAP
pressures for treatment of OSA are simple and equally

AASM task force recommends that HSTs can be used
with a comprehensive sleep evaluation supervised by a
trained sleep specialist in an accredited sleep center
utilizing quality control.17 US Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) now cover CPAP treatment
for positive tests from Type II, III and IV (at least 3
channels) devices.24

Contraindications to HST
Exclusion criteria for HST include significant comorbid
medical conditions like heart disease, congestive cardiac
failure (CCF), cor pulmonale, hypoventilation, stroke,
seizures, psychosis and other serious conditions like
asthma, hepatic or renal failure. Also patients suspected
of having comorbid sleep disorders like cen-tral sleep
apnea, periodic limb movement disorder (PLMD),
insom-nia, parasomnias, circadian rhythm disorders, or
narcolepsy must be excluded.17

Pretest probability before Home sleep
testing (HST)
Pretest probability of OSAS helps select an ideal
candidate and improves the results of HST. This can be
done by various evidence based clinical prediction tools
to accurately assess the pretest probability of OSAS. The
Sleep Apnea Clinical Score (SACS) 25 is one such
screening tool based on snoring, witnessed episodes of
apnea, neck circumference and systemic hypertension.
A score of 15 or greater gives a likelihood ratio of 4.45
of having moderate to severe OSA.25 A simple way of
using SACS is calculation of adjusted neck circumference
i.e. measured neck circumference in cm and adding 3
cm for snoring, 3 cm for witnessed apneas and 4 cm for
systemic hypertension. Adjusted neck circumference of
<43 cm, between 43-47.9 cm and >48 cm indicate low
risk, intermediate risk and high risk for OSAS.26 Other
clinical prediction tools include the Epworth Sleepiness
Indian Journal of Sleep Medicine (IJSM), Vol. 6, No. 3, 2011

Prescribing Continuous positive airway
pressure (CPAP) with HST
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effective alternatives to the labour intensive overnight
PSG-based titration or the expensive auto- CPAP
titration. Another study by Skomro et al43 showed that
in-laboratory diagnosis and therapy for OSA, using
primarily a splitnight PSG, does not lead to superior 4week outcomes (subjective somnolence, arterial BP, sleep
quality and quality of life) when compared with homebased diagnosis and treatment. Furthermore, there was
no difference in CPAP adherence between both groups
at 4 weeks.

Bypassing the sleep study altogether
Another ambulatory approach is the response to
empirical auto-CPAP therapy during 2 weeks in sleepy
snorers with clinically suspected OSAS shown by a study
by Senn et al.44 In this study, the CPAP trial predicted
the OSAS (AHI 10 events per hour) with positive and
negative predictive values of 97% and 78%, respectively.
Furthermore, the trial identified patients using CPAP
for more than 4 months who experienced persistent
symptomatic improvement with positive and negative
predictive values of 92% and 100%, respectively.
Therefore, a CPAP trial may help to diagnose OSAS,
identify patients who benefit from CPAP, and reduce
the need for PSG.

Criticism against and disadvantages
of HST
It may be difficult for a physician, who has not received
training in sleep medicine, to determine which patient
should be subjected to HST as it requires an
understanding of the risk factors for OSA and the
diagnostic criteria for other sleep disorders.
Disadvantages of HST include limited capability to
immediately identify and resolve technical issues since
an attendant may not be present, inability to diagnose
other types of sleep disorders, and an increased role for
the patient in terms of the application and use of the
device, which may make some patients uncomfortable.
Though there are a number of studies20,23,43 which validate
the equivalency of home-based limited-channel diagnostic
testing for obstructive sleep apnea compared with inlaboratory polysomnography, an editorial45 suggested that
these studies were done on patients who were adequately
screened for the signs and symptoms of sleep apnea,
who did not have confounding sleep or medical disorders
that may reduce the sensitivity and specificity of the
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HST and were done by physicians who are familiar with
the care of patients with obstructive sleep apnea. This
editorial concluded that HST can work in selected
patients cared for by sleep specialists and recommended
the use of HST through accredited sleep centers with
trained physicians. However, the opinion that a sleep
specialist was required for HST was countered by another
study 46 which compared a simplified package of care
(incorporating nurse-led home diagnosis and CPAP
therapy) for patients with moderate–severe OSA with
physician-led current best practice in OSA management
and found that the outcome of the simplified model of
care was not inferior to the usual specialist sleep
physician–led, hospital-based model. Hence HST can
be carried out even by a primary care physician in
patients with high pretest probability of moderate to
severe OSA. However there should be a timely referral
to a sleep specialist when in doubt.

Conclusion
Specialist guidelines favour laboratory-based testing for
diagnosis and treatment of sleep apnea; however, this
facility is not available to many patients.26 The high
prevalence of OSAS and the failure of access to PSG to
keep up pace with the rising OSA rates makes it
necessary to consider simplified approaches to the
diagnosis at least in selected cases.47 HSTs strengthened
with pretest probability scores such as the SACS followed
by use of long term auto-adjusting CPAP or fixed CPAP
based on adjusted CPAP home titration or even formulabased CPAP pressures have an equivalent clinical
outcome compared with the conventional laboratorybased approach.26 Though HST may not be as accurate
as PSG, the modest reduction in its accuracy is
counterbalanced by its timeliness, the greater patient
access afforded and the substantially lower cost.
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